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The headset is a key part of the overall UC system for softphone 
users. It allows a trouble-free and intuitive VoIP application in full 
wideband audio quality. 

Comfortable wearing style
The large, soft synthetic leather ear pads remain comfortable even 
after hours on the phone, listening to music or chatting. With the 
SoundPro430 UC, you profit from a comfortable and efficient 
operation from the very first day.

Simply plug & play
The freeVoice SoundPro430 UC is a plug & play headset for Skype for 
business (Microsoft Lync). Use the call-control keys integrated in the 
cable to accept and terminate calls directly from the headset, adjust 
the volume and activate the mute function. No driver or additional 
software is needed. Simply plug the USB connector of your headset 
into the USB port of your PC and away you go!

SoundPro 430 UC – experience VoIP in  
true wideband audio quality

Adjustable  
headband

Broadband
loudspeaker

Control unit with USB connector

King-size ear pads

Noise-cancelling 
microphone

T-clip
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Leistungsmerkmale und Vorteile
Features Advantage

Noise-cancelling microphone Effectively reduces background noise and improves understanding.

Neodymium loudspeaker Exceptional broadband sound quality with a frequency bandwidth from 150 to 6 800 hertz, matches  
the bandwidth used for professional IP telephone systems. 

Audio-shock protection Protects the user’s hearing by reducing peak levels and sudden loud noises to a safe level (118 dB SPL).

Flexible microphone arm The flexible microphone boom can be rotated around 300 degrees and positioned near the mouth
for good speech transmission.

Earpiece joints can be rotated around  
180 degrees

The earpiece joints can be rotated around 180 degrees allowing a space-saving storage or transport  
of the headset.

Available as a mono and duo headset Mono headset for quiet workplaces, duo headset for louder working environments.

Wearing style Headband designed to be worn all day.

Large ear pads King-size ear pads that completely cover your ears for optimum understanding.

Connection Connecting cable with control unit and USB connector

Control unit Volume +/-, microphone mute, accept call (Skype for business)

Compatibility Skype for business (Microsoft Lync), audio on all common softphones

Weight Mono: 58 g, Duo: 80 g

Warranty 2 years

Scope of delivery

Wired headset with lightweight, king-size ear pads of foam and synthetic leather.

Article number

Mono: FSP430UCM, Duo: FSP430UCB 
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